
City Unearthed: celebrating Adelaide’s Nature within 
 
Frequently Asked Questions 
  
1. Why are we focused on nature in the City of Adelaide? 
We are lucky to live in a city nestled between the hills and the sea where we can still 
enjoy nature on a daily basis. Unearthed is an opportunity to capture and share this 
richness with the support of Splash Adelaide. The Splash Adelaide grants aim to 
‘bring the city's spaces to life’ by supporting innovative activations, events and 
projects’. 
 
  
2. What sort of nature photos do we want to see? 
Nature includes landscapes, plants and animals and the places where they live. The 
focus of ‘unearthed’ however goes a little deeper and asks entrants to 
showcase nature’s relationship with our city. In particular we welcome submissions 
that explore themes of how ‘nature views the city’, ‘nature connections’ and ‘nature’s 
up to something’ to flip our usual human perspective on nature in our built 
environment. We will accept images of both endemic (naturally occur in Adelaide), 
native (naturally occur in South Australia but not locally) and non-native species 
however they must not be captive. We understand that nature in the city has 
changed over time and with tremendous change to the Adelaide Plains and that this 
will likely continue but nature in our cities will always be precious, important - and at 
time surprising. After all nature brings our cities to life! 
  
Contact jill.woodlands@conservationsa.org.au if you have questions about the 
eligibility of your entry. 
  
3. How can I encourage my friends to vote? 
Send them The Joinery or facebook link and invite them to share with others. If your 
family, friends or group want to get involved initiate a walk through the city, parklands 
or Adelaide Botanic Gardens and see what images you can snap. 
  
  
4. I am a bit confused about the image resolution you are wanting 
We want images that will look good on a website, facebook and in print; if the 
resolution is approx. 1920 x 1200 pixels the images will be considered for inclusion in 
the NatureLights exhibition. 

 
 

We will add to these FAQ’s if we receive additional queries. 
 
 


